SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTING GUIDE

FOR WEDDING & EVENT
INDUSTRY BUSINESSES
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"Engaging and consistent content are
the keys to social media success"
- Michelle

ABOUT THE 2020
CONTENT CALENDAR
This content calendar was specifically created with event
and wedding businesses in mind to expand their reach. The
daily prompts are crafted for Instagram (stories or in your
feed), Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
If you are just starting out, I recommend focusing on
posting daily to one or two platforms and
putting all your all into those!
For most businesses in the hospitality industry, Instagram
and Facebook are the most highly engaging platforms so
one or both of those is ideal.
In this guide, you’ll learn what types of posts are in the
content calendar are and how to use them, as well as
posting tips for all major platforms.

Let’s grow together!
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WEDDING WEDNESDAY

These prompts are designed to establish your business as
a wedding expert and reach engaged couples and other
wedding professionals. Before asking your audience the
"ASK" or "TAG" questions, share a sentence or more
related to that prompt. These are not designed to be in a
specific order so look over all the questions and plan
them out accordingly.

QUESTIONS

Write your answer in a few sentences, and then pose the
question to your followers.
If you have multiple people on staff, you can highlight a
staff member here instead and ask them to share their
response before posing it to followers. Put your team
member's response in quotes (add their name and
position after) and add a copy explaining how followers
can get to know your staff.

PIC/VIDEO

These are visual representations of your business and have
increased engagement over text on all platforms. Don’t be
shy when sharing videos of yourself, just go for it!
If you are particularly shy, you can get creative and film
behind the scenes or team members.
(When posting videos, be mindful not to use copy-written
songs as they will be flagged.)
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CROSS PROMOTE

These posts are ways to cross-promote your colleagues to
your audience. It is mutually beneficial as people often repost or at least comment/like which increases engagement.
Plus, they may return the favor and promote your business.
Be sure to tag the companies!

PLUG YOUR BIZ

These posts are ways to self-promote what makes your
business great!

SHARE EXPERTISE

Provide value to your followers by sharing information, tips,
and tricks. Providing value is a way to continue growing and
keep current followers engaged.
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QUOTES

Quotes can be just text (although that is not encouraged
since photos or videos perform better), created as a
graphic, or paired with a photo or video clip. This doesn’t
have to be in order (in fact, I encourage you not to put them
in order but rather use the best fitting quote for you.
Five alternative quotes are included so you have plenty to
choose from!

ENGAGEMENT SEASON
These posts are to be posting during engagement season
as outlined on the calendar. If you purchased this
calendar, then you know most couples get engaged from
Thanksgiving to Valentine’s day, that's roughly 40% of all
engagements happening in just
about 2 and a half months!
Connecting with potential clients during this time is vital.

WEDDING SEASON

These posts take place during the traditional wedding
seasons (Fall and Spring) so you can showcase wedding
content that is happening in essentially real-time.
Not only that, it is to show off what goes into your
particular work. You can show prep, which for florists could
be making the arrangements, for planners this could mean
prepping diagrams, etc.
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INSTAGRAM
POSTING TIPS
Engage with other accounts by commenting and liking.
ALWAYS tag businesses and people who are in your
pictures. If wedding flowers are in your photo, tag
the florist.
Be sure your page is a business page and use your
insights to know what time of each day is best to post.
When posting a video, add subtitles or brief wording.
about what the video is. Assume people are watching in
public spaces with the volume off.
Add to your story daily.
Tag your location in each post.
Use 10 to 30 hashtags in each post on your feed
Include a call to action when applicable (comment, email
us, etc.)
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LINKEDIN
POSTING TIPS
Add your logo in the corner of your photos/videos, these
are high very preforming.
Make sure your company's LinkedIn page is 100%
complete, these get 30% more engagement.
Add at least three hashtags per post.
Comment on relevant and popular posts.
Add relevant keywords to your about page.
Mention influencers or relevant companies
when posting.
Ideally post 3 articles on LinkedIn per day.
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TWITTER
POSTING TIPS
Use a platform like Hootsuite to tweet multiple times per
day. For Twitter, you can tweet the same Tweet several
times per day and reach new people as it is a flooded
platform.
Use the search tool to look up keywords related to your
business and reply to other's tweets.
Look up trending hashtags and craft your tweets around
them to jump into a conversation that is already getting
a lot of traction.
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FACEBOOK
POSTING TIPS
Tag other vendors on the Facebook platform, if you
connect it directly to Instagram, the tags do not transfer.
Tag your location in each post.
Use at least three hashtags in each post.
Go live! This one can be scary but going live will greatly
boost your engagement and page awareness. The good
news is for the event industry, you don't have to be the
focal point. For example, you can talk with your camera
facing out while giving a tour of the venue before an
event.
Use insights to track what times your posts have been
performing the best. Schedule posts in advance to go
out at those times.
Use your cover photo as your page's "billboard" and
highlight important information, discounts, or your best
photos (not too wordy though).
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L E T ' S

C O N N E C T !

Thank you so much for your purchase of my 2020

Social Media Content Calendar
for Wedding and Event Businesses
This is going to be your year to grow your business!
If you have questions or just want to connect further
feel free to out in any of the ways below.

@marketing_mix_by_michelle

Email me directly at
info@marketingmixbymichelle.com

Marketing Mix by Michelle
@marketing__mix
Marketing Mix by Michelle
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